MEDIA SERVICES FOR SCHOOLS

FANTASTIC DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
WITH MULTIPLE PURCHASES.

ABOUT US
With a history deeply ingrained in education,
hi-impact is uniquely positioned as the number
one choice with whom to entrust school media services.
Understanding schools, their focus, their staff and their children is central
to the company ethos.
Hi-impact media possesses a deep understanding of teaching, evidenced by over 13 years
of experience providing top quality service to an array of schools throughout the Wirral and beyond.

PHOTOGRAPHY

Hi-impact media’s professional photographers have been working in schools for more than a decade,
offering a broad and exciting range of services.
Beautiful “day in the life” images can be created to brighten the walls of any room, stunning
promotional pictures can be taken to support online presence, and coverage of exclusive events such as
projects, proms, awards ceremonies and celebrations are hi-impact’s specialty.

WEB DESIGN

Hi-impact create beautiful websites that are fast, efficient, modern, aesthetically pleasing, user-friendly and
functionally compatible across all devices. The process of moving to hi-impact media is simple; utilising a
template based platform, which allows users to add new documents and make changes incredibly easily.
A vast range of support packages are offered to suit the schools needs, ensuring that all facets of
hi-impact’s services are maintained to a high standard. In addition to securing the quality of products and
services, hi-impact will also ensure that all created websites are GDPR and OFSTED Compliant.

3D VIRTUAL TOURS

Using state of the art, infrared, 3D scanning technology, the hi-impact media team are able to artfully create
3D models of any building interior, which can be utilised as virtual tours to promote schools and facilities in
new, immersive and exciting ways. These tours not only serve as a promotional tool, but also as inductions;
being used to show the parents of prospective students around the school grounds, helping to welcome
new students and staff, and impressing visitors or inspectors ahead of their arrival.
Additionally, hi-impact can insert interactive tags into 3D projects, which can be positioned within virtual
tours; allowing schools to link their website, blogs and other informative material which can serve to
educate users.

VIDEO
In the modern world of visual entertainment, video is an extremely effective mental stimulant for children
and can often act as a key component in school promotion across all online and social media vehicles.
Suffice to say, this means that all users, including parents, inspectors and children will be drawn to video
content ahead of text-based material. Hi-impact’s skilled filmmakers are specialists in this regard; driving
activity towards all relevant marketing channels to engage, entertain and inform users of the school
facilities, layout, staff and ethos.
Despite having mastered media promotion on a corporate scale, hi-impact approach projects in a versatile
and adaptable way; demonstrating the ability to tailor existing products, services and programmes to meet
the specific needs of all schools.
From promoting charitable work to investing in new educational equipment- hi-impact can assure targets
and goals are achieved in an extremely efficient, reliable and visually appealing fashion.

GRAPHIC DESIGN
The hi-impact team have always worked tirelessly to create attractive, striking designs for schools.
Whether it’s branding for logos, website designs, digitised artwork or school banners celebrating the
latest OFSTED rating- hi-impact has the experienced, creative, innovative, flexible
and dedicated approach that turns ideas into reality.

I am delighted with the service provided by Hi-Impact. The after service has been
second to none and I would highly recommend them to any school or academy
trust. They are quick to respond and extremely helpful and professional.

TRACY WEBB

CEO, CONCORDIA MAT
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